AN ESSAY

The Rivalry Between Margaret
Sanger and Mary Ware Dennett
Scholar Peter C. Engelman, associate editor of the Margaret Sanger Papers,
explores primary source content in ProQuest History Vault to reveal the
bitter rivalry which shaped the direction of the birth control movement.
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Researching the feud between Sanger and Dennett
There was no duel (á la Aaron Burr and Alexander Hamilton) or tabloid name-calling (in the vein of Joan Crawford and Bette
Davis) or dinner party fisticuffs (have another drink! Gore Vidal and Norman Mailer). No, the long battle between Margaret
Sanger and Mary Ware Dennett for leadership of the birth control movement was too civilized (most of the time) for any of
that. But it was, without a doubt, one of the most intense rivalries in the history of American social protest movements.
And it helped determine the course of action for achieving reproductive rights in America.
Dennett and Sanger’s on-and-off feud is well documented in two ProQuest History Vault
collections: The Margaret Sanger Papers: Smith College Collections and The Papers of
Mary Ware Dennett and the Voluntary Parenthood League, part of the Women’s Studies
Manuscript Collections from The Schlesinger Library, Radcliffe College.
ProQuest History Vault offers researchers one-stop access (for the first time) to most
of the letters and organizational materials that chronicle this early leadership contest.
These voluminous collections are highly searchable and the document images clear and
readable. The correspondence in the Smith College Collections, presented chronologically,
also offers browsers the added benefit of seeing letters in context, which is helpful for
reading between the lines – and outside the margins - of Sanger and Dennett’s restrained
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correspondence; when they criticized each other, it was most often in letters to other
movement activists and supporters.

Conflicting approaches to birth control
The main conflict between Margaret Sanger and Mary Ware Dennett underscores
one of the tensions in the birth control movement that persists today: how much
power should the medical establishment have over reproductive decision-making?
Dennett and Sanger’s differing approaches to medical oversight of contraception
provide the first attempt to map the perilous path through legal, medical and ethical
mine fields on the way to achieving women’s sexual autonomy. Their successors
adopted variations on those earlier approaches in a successful effort to secure
privacy rights and legal abortion. The documentation on Dennett and Sanger—
and these two History Vault collections in general—also offer primary research
materials on other subjects central to the early campaign for legalization of birth
control, especially free speech issues and the controversial matter (now but not
then) of eugenics.
How did this animosity between Sanger and Dennett come about? They were wary
of each other from the moment Dennett first joined the birth control cause in 1915,
following William Sanger’s arrest that winter on obscenity charges for handing an
undercover agent a copy of his wife’s Family Limitation pamphlet. Dennett (18721947), a veteran women’s suffrage and antiwar organizer, preferred to work behind
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the scenes and within the law.
In helping to form the National Birth Control League (NBCL) during Margaret Sanger’s exile in Europe, Dennett quickly
asserted her leadership and worked to instill order in the chaotic campaign that had arisen around Sanger’s free speech
clashes with the government. Dennett leveraged the Sanger name and sought access to Sanger’s mailing lists even as she
refused to support Margaret Sanger’s legal defense. Dennett and her allies made no secret of their resentment of
Sanger and her autocratic leadership style. They made every effort to distance the NBCL from Sanger’s street
radicalism and anarchist ties.

The radical and the moderate
During these early years, Sanger (1879-1966), the nurse-turned-radical activist, built a
movement out of confrontation and defiance of the law. The only way she knew to awaken
the public on the issue of birth control was to make a racket and challenge authority:
“I felt myself in the position of one who has discovered that a house is on fire; and I found
that it was up to me to shout out the warning!” According to Sanger, Dennett disagreed
with “my methods, my tactics, with everything I had done” preferring to “change the laws
in an orderly and proper manner.” Sanger would have none of it, characterizing Dennett’s
approach as too incremental, too bourgeois.1
Despite the acrimony between them – most of it expressed behind the other’s back
– Dennett and Sanger had much in common. Both were hard-working single
mothers with two sons. They had endured difficult first marriages and personal
financial struggles. Both had written controversial publications that met with
censorship (Sanger’ Woman Rebel and Family Limitation, and Dennett’s sex
manual, The Sex Side of Life). And they were equally stubborn in refusing to forgive
past snubs and slights. Even when months passed with no contact between them,
their feud remained on simmer.
Dennett never got very far with the NBCL, which had trouble competing with
Sanger’s organizations and staying solvent. In 1919, she formed a legislative
lobbying group, the Voluntary Parenthood League (VPL). She invited Sanger to
serve on the board, knowing Sanger, who had expressed little interest in pressing
for legislative change on the national level, would refuse. She did. But what
Dennett didn’t foresee was Sanger’s sudden interest in starting her own lobbying
effort to change the federal laws – a clear shift in strategy. Sanger’s timing, if not
intent, was driven by spite.
In mid-1919, the two leaders issued competing draft bills to remove both state and
federal prohibitions on contraception. Dennett backed an “open” bill that would strip all
restrictions on contraception and allow anyone to purchase or distribute contraceptives
without medical oversight. Her goal was to open the way for women’s easy access to
affordable birth control. Sanger advocated a “doctors-only” bill that exempted medical
professionals from the prohibition. This approach, she believed, would dissolve any
remaining association between birth control and indecency and lead to a safe, clinicbased system of contraceptive health care.2
As the movement debated the bill proposals, Sanger and Dennett attacked each other in print and in public meetings.
Dennett was incensed that Sanger called for medical control of contraception one minute and illegally sent out her do-ityourself guide, Family Limitation, the next. Sanger called Dennett’s bill foolish and dangerous, believing it would lead to
the use of ineffective and harmful devices. She also thought Dennett naïve about the socially conservative men’s club
that was Congress.3
Operating in Sanger’s shadow much of the time, Dennett failed to gain traction with her message. Objecting to Sanger’s call
in 1920 for women to go on a five-year birth strike, Dennett resigned her position on the board of the Birth Control Review,
cutting herself off from the information hub of the movement.4 Sanger found ways to isolate Dennett further, leaving her off
conference invitations, refusing to publish Dennett’s letters to the Birth Control Review, and failing to mention the work of the
VPL in public forums, even with Dennett in the audience –prompting Dennett to write about Sanger in a 1920 report: “She
was a charming vision in a reddish gown . . . But oh, her English, and her facts that aren’t facts, and her logic that isn’t logic,
and her amazing faculty for being the whole ‘moomunt’!”5

Final battles that shaped the future of birth control
The friction between them sparked fire at the close of the First American Birth Control Conference in New York, in 1921.
It started with a behind-the-scenes clash over Dennett’s role in the Sanger-run conference and a jostling for the support of
British birth controller Marie Stopes. To Stopes, Sanger wrote that Dennett lacked medical backing for her work and was
operating “outside the pale of honesty & decency.”6 Upon learning these disparagements, Dennett accused Sanger of
“libel and slander.”
It all boiled over following Sanger’s arrest at the Town Hall theater after she refused police orders to shut down a public
meeting. Dennett, seeking publicity for the VPL, appeared at the police station to give a public statement in support of
Sanger. But Sanger’s close friend and movement supporter, Juliet Rublee, indignant over Dennett’s attempt to exploit
the situation, apparently struck Dennett in the face, saying “This is our affair, we don’t want you in it.”7 Rublee later
denied it, and Sanger backed her up. “I am inclined to believe,” she wrote about Dennett, “that a sanitarium is the proper
place for her.” Sanger went a step further by accusing Dennett of tipping off the police about Sanger’s illegal mailing of
contraceptive pamphlets.8
The conference marked Dennett’s last public appearance in the mainstream of the birth control movement, now fully
under Sanger’s direction. Dennett retreated to her lobbying work in Washington and stayed in the background until Sanger
launched a new lobbying organization and focused on passing a birth control bill in Congress in the early 1930s. The two
revisited their old battle over the best approach to legislative reform. Dennett characterized Sanger’s proposed bill as
“unenforceable,” “a mockery.” Sanger shot back, “You had your day, you had the open field, and we are still cleaning up the
messy confusion in Washington as a result of [your] ‘open bill.’” More damning for Dennett was that Sanger then largely
ignored her, in essence cutting Dennett completely adrift from movement.9
Sanger’s preferred approach of embracing clinic-based and physician-prescribed birth control won out in the end, paving
the way for the American Medical Association’s endorsement of contraception in 1937 and a series of court decisions
upholding contraception – and later abortion – as a legitimate and necessary health practice.
For all intents and purposes, Sanger shoved Dennett to the
fringe (not quite like Stalin banished Trotsky, but with the
same bad blood coursing through) and got in the last word in
a contentious and historic rivalry that cast both women
in an ugly light.
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